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Cause of Action


The plaintiff seeks damages against the defendants arising from an incident at the Gardens Oval, Darwin, on
10 January 1981, in which he suffered personal injury.	He was at the oval acting as a timekeeper for one of the participating teams in Australian Rules football games conducted during the afternoon.	Timekeepers are


accommodated in a "box" set on top of a concrete platform, which forms the roof over rooms constructed at ground level. The "box" does not occupy the whole of the platform.	There was only one means of going to and from the platform.		It comprised a metal ladder affixed to the ground and the top  of the platform.	It was vertical with 11 cylindical rungs, the uppermost beinq 150mm below the top of the platform and the others 250mm apart; there were no separate hand rails affixed.	At the top, the sides of the ladder were bent over in the shape of an inverted "U", extending to a height of about 250mm from the top of the platform and thence back  down t0 :::.he platf0:t!i1.	li.ie pla.Lform was extenu.eJ. beyo:ud i:.l:1e wall of the underneath room.	The first rung from the top of the ladder almost came into contact with the platform, so that a person's foot placed on it could not overlap it.
Only the toes could be positioned on it (or that part of shoes containing the toes).	Those findings are based upon the evidence by way of photographs and a diagrammatic representation of the ladder put in evidence through Mr Sleeman, an engineer, and his other evidence in respect of those matters.

The Darwin City Council had the control and management of the oval and the Northern Territory Football League Inc. had a lease or license from the Council to conduct its sport upon the ground.	Both defendants appeared by the same counsel.	It was faintly suggested at one stage
of the proceedings that the Council might be absolved from any liability because the League was the actual occupier at the time of the accident.	I am satisfied that both defendants had a sufficient degree of control over the oval, including the ladder, to put each of them under a duty of care towards those who came upon the oval and the ladder.
Either may have had a claim for contribution from the other but that was not an issue before me.

The plaintiff has no recollection of the circumstances relating to his fall.	The only witness  to ':ilve <:;;vl.dc11c..:t: ;_;c, th.c1i.: 1::vent was Mr Window, wno was at that time the Secretary and Public Officer of the second defendant.	He was called by the plaintiff.	In his viva voce evidence Mr Window said that he had gone to the timekeepers box at the end of the day's play (about 6 pm), collected the timekeepers' forms and that he then stood by  on the platform whilst the plaintiff commenced his descent  of the ladder.	Mr Window was not in a position to observe all that happened, he was about· five feet away from the edge of the platform, but in evidence in chief he said that he  saw Mr Lowe "go down the first rung" and then "just let go - he let go of the rung and just went straight backwards".
From this I find that Mr Window could see one or both of the plaintiff's hands but not the position of his feet.	His reference to the plaintiff going down the first rung is equivocal as to whether it was the plaintiff's hands or feet
that had so gone down.	He said that Mr Lowe was carrying a clipboard.	Some further evidence emerged in
cross-examination, when part of a statement in writing signed by Mr Window, which he had given to the solicitors for the plaintiff about 6 months after the accident, was put to him.	The passage reads:

"He was holding a clipboard or a small bag of some sort.	I'm fairly sure that he was holding it in his right hand and was using his left hand to hold the bars as he was going down.	I think he was on about the 3rd level or the 3rd rung when he just seemed to let go and fall the 7 or 8 feet straight onto his back".


Having been reminded of that he was asked whether it was the plaintiff's hands or feet which were on the 3rd rung and he replied "Hand, hand".	He confirmed that he could not see the position of the plaintiff's feet.	He added in answer to a further question that anyone carrying something while descending the ladder appeared ungainly and awkward and that "It's very hard".

In the statement in writing to which I referred Mr Window described himself as a Public Servant and also Secretary and Public Officer of the second defendant.
Counsel for the plaintiff sought to have it received into evidence pursuant to s. 26D of the Evidence Act, and because parts of it amounted to an admission adverse to the interests of the second defendant.	The defendants' counsel
objected to the tender and to much of its contents, as being otherwise inadmissible.	I received the statement provisionally.		The conditions for admitting much of the statement set out ins. 26D(l) are fulfilled; Mr Window had personal knowledge of the matters dealt with and was called as a witness.	However, ss. 26D{3) provides that nothing in the section shall render admissible as evidence any statement made by a person interested at a time when proceedings are pending or anticipated involving a dispute as to any fact which the statement might tend to establish.
Proceedings are pending or anticipated  when there is the " 2accnab:c	ussibility or lih l iioud of their occurrence (Roberts v Burns Philp Trustees (1985) 5 NSWLR 72 at 80). Mr Window said he made the statement in his capacity as Secretary and Public Officer of the second defendant, and that in those days there were only two or three people really involved in the affairs of the second defendant and "when something came up, as public officer, I just handled
it myself".	I consider that he made the statement on behalf of the second defendant.	It wa	a "person interested" at a time when proceedings were reasonably possible or likely, although the writ was not issued until almost 18 months thereafter.	I reject the tender based upon s. 26D of the Evidence Act.

An admission, being a statement which is adverse to the party's interest in the matter being litigated, may be
received in evidence.	It may constitute acknowledgement of the existence of a fact in issue, or one from which such a fact may be inferred (Gillies Law of Evidence - Australia
p. 461).	The authors of Phipson 13th Edition at para 19-19 assert "Admissions are receivable to prove matters of law, or mixed law and fact, though ... these are generally of little weight, being necessarily founded on mere opinion". Examples taken from the cases are given, including an admission by a defendant that his trade was a nuisance.	In Cross, 3rd Australian Edition, at para 17-93 it is simply stated that there is a dispute as to whether admissions may
:.:,.:.,  rt.&G.E:  vI mixed law and face.	1'.eie:tenc:.:E:: is made to Grey
v Australian Motorists and General Insurance (1976) 1 NSWLR 669 and Jones v Sutherland Shire Council (1979) 2 NSWLR 206. In Grey, Mahoney J.A., commencing at p. 684, cited a number of cases in support of Phipson.	However, Glass J.A. at
p. 675 disagreed saying that in cases where admissions as to mixed law and fact were admitted there appears to have been no regard to principle.	Mahoney J.A. reaffirmed his view in Jones at p. 231.

In his statement Mr Window asserts from personal experience that it is difficult to get up and down the ladder and says that if you are carrying anything you must hold the object in one hand and use only one hand to climb; "[t)hat is a difficult exercise in perfectly dry conditions but it is dangerous in the wet".	He said that he had
slipped and almost fallen down the ladder on many occasions. In his view the difficulties encountered by the ladder could be overcome by putting a cage around it, installing stairs  or steps, or removing the timekeepers' box to another location.	Towards the end of his statement he said, "Personally I have always considered the steps to be dangerous especially to older people.	I am a relatively young and fit person and I find difficulty ascending and descending the stairs without causing myself problems".

The weight of authority leads me to admit the s atement in relaLiu Lu	hub rubt ers, but they are of little value.

In so far as they disclose difficulties, which Mr Window experienced, they are of relevance as going to
whether the second defendant should have foreseen that there was a risk of injury to the plaintiff.	In so far as he reaches conclusions, they are conclusions which I could  reach without his evidence.	His opinions as to what could be done to alleviate the difficulty are not expert, but that is not a matter in which I consider expertise is required in this case.

Other matters referred to in the statement are either inadmissible, irrelevant or both, and I disregard them.
At the end of the last game of the day, the plaintiff commenced to descend the ladder.	He was part way down when he fell from it and suffered injury.	I find that he had partly descended the steps with one of his hands at the level of the third rung from the top, and both of his feet were thus below the top rung which was in close proximity to the platform.	He was descending with his face to the wall of the rooms underneath the platform so that  when he fell he went backwards and struck his back and the back of his head on the ground.	His head was probably about
2 metres from the ground when he fell.	It is probable that the plaintiff	dS	CaL }li1 , 0L	had	ked  under  one   ol   ni arms a clipboard, commonly used by him and other timekeepers as a holder for various papers used in connection with the discharge of their duties.	His left arm had been badly injured, and at the time of the incident caused him difficulty in gripping.

The metal rungs of the ladder had been coated with something but it was largely worn away.	Some evidence was given with a view to establishing that there had been rain at the oval on that afternoon leading to an inference that the rungs were wet and slippery.	I could not be satisfied on the evidence that that was the case.	However, it is notorious that it frequently rains in and about Darwin at the time of the year when the incident occurred.	That it was likely to rain on any day upon which timekeepers went
about their task from the box is something which the defendants ought to have known, at least.	I have no doubt that if the rungs were wet they would be slippery.

The structure upon which the box was located stands in open space.		There was no reason why the means of access to and from the platform should have been by a vertical metal ladder.	There was ample room for a set of stairs to be installed, at a suitable angle, from the ground to the platform, an obviously much easier and thus safer means of climbing to and from the platform.	In the opinion of
Mr Slec.1L1e1.il, wl:i.i;._;ii i	:t ccc.ive e1.nu accept on this point:, the

cost of providing angled stairs would be $1,000.	That would have obviated the need for a person to use the rungs of the ladder for leverage and support.	Although there was a sign on the wall adjacent to the ladder indicating it was for the use of timekeepers only, any person having access to the oval could have climbed the ladder, whether with lawful excuse or not.

The judgment of the majority of the High Court in Australian Safeway Stores v Zaluzna (1987) 162 CLR 479 at 488, makes it clear that the earlier distinction between a special duty of care owed by an occupier, based on the relationship of occupier and invitee, is no longer relevant. The test of proximity between the plaintiff and defendants, in these circumstances, is satisfied if the plaintiff was a


lawful entrant upon the land occupied by the defendants. That relationship between them, of itself, suffices to give rise to a duty of care on the part of the defendants to take reasonable care to avoid a foreseeable risk of injury to the plaintiff.	The plaintiff was a lawful entrant on the land under the control of the defendants and upon the ladder thereon, and the relationship giving rise to a duty of care on the part of the defendants is thus established.	If it matters, and I do not think it does, it is probable that the plaintiff paid a price for admission to the oval so that he could carry out his timekeeping functions.

Was there a breach of that duty of care?	Again, there is no longer any doubt as to the law to be applied, it having been authoritatively stated by Mason J. (with whom Stephen and Aickin JJ. concurred) in The Council of the Shire of Wyong v Shirt (1980) 146 CLR 40 at pp. 47 - 48:

"In deciding whether there has been a breach of the duty of care the tribunal of fact must first ask itself whether a reasonable man in the defendant's position would have foreseen that his conduct involved a risk of injury to the plaintiff or to a class of persons including the plaintiff.		If the answer be in the affirmative, it is then for the tribunal of fact to determine what a reasonable man would do by way of response to the risk.	The perception of the reasonable man's response calls for a consideration of the magnitude of the risk and the degree of the probability of its occurrence, along with the expense, difficulty and inconvenience of taking alleviating action and any other conflicting responsibilities which the defendant may have.	It is only when these matters are balanced out that the tribunal of fact can confidently assert what is the standard of response
•



to be ascribed to the reasonable man placed in the defendant's position.

The considerations to which I have referred indicate that a risk of injury which is remote in the sense that it is extremely unlikely to occur may nevertheless constitute a foreseeable risk.	A risk which is not far-fetched or fanciful is real and therefore foreseeable.	But, as we have seen, the existence of a foreseeable risk of injury does not in itself dispose of the question of breach of duty.	The magnitude of the risk and its degree of probability remain to be considered with other relevant factors."


That "a risk of injury is foreseeable so long as it is not far-fetched or fanciful, notwithstanding that it is more probable than not that it will not occur", was affirmed by Gibbs C.J., Mason J., and Murphy J., in The Commonwealth  v Introvigne (1981) 150 CLR 258 (see also Nader J. in Skuse  v The Commonwealth  73 FLR 441 at p. 450; Bollen J. in Kelly v Kelly and Smith (1986) 42 SASR 13 at pp. 17 - 18, and in Fraser v State Transport Authority (1985) 39 SASR 57 at
p.	66).



Liability of Defendants


In his amended Statement of Claim the plaintiff pleaded that the ladder was an unusual danger (which was rightly not pressed), or in a dangerous condition and/or not reasonably safe for its use by the plaintiff.	The particulars  alleged that the rungs were slippery because they were wet and smooth and that the ladder was unsafe in a
variety of ways relating to the features of its construction (most of which I have described).		He goes on to plead, inter alia, that the defendants knew, or ought to have known of the danger, and failed to exercise reasonable care to prevent injury to the plaintiff.	Apart from general evidence, including the diagram prepared by Mr Sleeman and photographs of the ladder showing its construction and relationship to the building and platform (which I was assisted to understand by a view), the plaintiff also asked me to receive expert opinion evidence from Mr Sleeman tending to show that the nature of the ladder was
.:;_i ..t.t-' :cup..:...:..a-;,:.2 urn:i not constructeu in accu:i..d.ance wi tn
Australian Design Standards.	The defendants objected to that evidence but I provisionally received it.	I now rule on its admissibility.	One of the requisites to be satisfied before receiving expert opinion evidence is that it must concern a topic which is accepted by the Court as being susceptible to the acquisition of expertise extending beyond that possessed by the average tribunal of fact.		I do not consider that that evidence should be received.		I have, however, admitted the evidence of Mr Sleeman in so far as it goes to the measured dimensions of the component  parts of the ladder, their relationship  to each other and to the walls of the underneath rooms and platform, and as to the costs of providing angled stairs.	A ladder is not a complicated thing, and ordinary human experience tells me that vertical ladders are more difficult to climb upon as opposed to angled stairs.
I am firmly of the opinion that a reasonable man in the position of the defendants would have seen that the ladder involved a risk of injury to the plaintiff or other persons using the ladder.	The risk was not far-fetched or fanciful and was foreseeable; many people, including the plaintiff, had safely negotiated the ladder on a large number of occasions prior to the plaintiff's fall, but that does not mean that the risk was unlikely and thus not foreseeable.	The magnitude of the risk of injury goes without argument in my opinion.	A fall backwards, for that was the inevitable consequence of a fall from the ladder,
. a....:.:.:le vv_;_th it a real r_;_::;k CJI	iu_jui.:y,	ai1d :ser:..1.uus injury at

that.	The risk is enhanced when the defendants, or at least the second defendant, knew or ought to have known that persons acting as timekeepers carried clipboards to assist in the performance of their duties.	From the point of view going to establish liability in the defendants, it does not matter whether they were aware that the plaintiff was suffering from a disability of his left arm which might have affected his ability to safely climb up or down the ladder. They ought to have foreseen that all manner of people would or might use the ladder.	Access to it was not in any way practically restricted when it was not in use by timekeepers.	There are circumstances in which a vertical ladder, even with impediments to progress up or down it, is the only means of providing access to and from a particular place, for example, from man holes to underground sewerage
or other services, but I fail to see this was one of them. The defendants could have responded to the risk by providing a safer means of access to and from the platform upon which the box was located.

I find that the defendants failed to exercise the duty of care which they owed to the plaintiff and others of his class.	The evidence shows that the magnitude of the risk and the degree of probability of its occurrence could have been overcome by alternative means taking into account expense, difficulty or inconvenience to the defendants.	In iliY oplnion the risk Wdb	o viou dr1d che weans to overcome it inexpensive, easy and convenient.


Fault of Plaintiff


That a person confronted by the risk may take care to avoid it does not absolve the occupier from responsibility if, notwithstanding that care, that person suffers injury.	Whether the plaintiff suffered damage partly as a result of his own fault and partly as a result of the fault of the defendants, so that the damages recoverable shall be reduced to such an extent as the Court thinks just and equitable having regard to his share in the responsibility for the damage, now falls for consideration (s. 16 - Law Reform (Miscellaneous Provisions) Act.	This consideration is a statutory formulation of the
"contributory negligence" plea, which formerly operated as a potential bar to a plaintiff's claim, but which now allows an apportionment of responsibility for the damage suffered. It would be better if a plea by a defendant in this regard was expressed in accordance with the statute, rather than the common law.

So far as the evidence shows, the plaintiff was not involuntarily placed in the position from which he suffered injury.	He was not, for example, an innocent passenger in a motor vehicle involved in an accident, nor was he an  employee obli9 J lu w0		J fe t ve machinery or wnere there was an otherwise unsafe system of work.	He was, so far as I can tell a volunteer, nominated  by the club to which he belonged to carry out the duties of timekeeper on behalf of the second defendant.	The club was obliged under the constitution of the second defendant to provide a person to act as a timekeeper, but it was not obliged to nominate the plaintiff and he was not obliged to do the job.	No doubt, because of his long association with the club and his regular acceptance of the duties in question, he readily continued to perform them.	He well knew the means of access to and from the box, that carrying a clipboard was a desirable, if not a necessary way of facilitating his job, that that would impede his ability to climb up or down the ladder and that he suffered from a disability which might make it difficult for him to do so.	He knew the nature of the ladder and its condition.
The particulars of fault on the part of the plaintiff put forward by the defendants, ultimately relied upon, are that he failed to grasp properly the rungs of the ladder; failed to take proper care for his own safety; climbed a vertical ladder when he knew or ought to have known that he was incapable of doing so as a result of the earlier injury to his left forearm and elbow; failed to properly hold on to the ladder or to take other proper steps to avoid tripping (sic).

The plaintiff's evidence in chief was that at the
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was rigid, and his left arm was at an acute angle so that, for example, if he lifted a cup and tried to put it to his mouth it ended up near his ear.	He denied that those disabilities restricted his ability to climb the ladder which he had done many times before.		He said his left arm was not as strong as his right arm.	According to Mr Window he was carrying something.	The plaintiff's evidence was that he usually tucked the clipboard under either his left or right arm, or had it in one of his hands and that he used a couple of fingers of his free hand to hang onto the rungs. On 24 November 1982 the plaintiff was seen by Dr Johnston in connection with litigation concerning the injury to his left arm.	The Doctor's report admitted into evidence notes, as part of the plaintiff's history:
"During January 1981 he slipped on the ladder leading to the timekeepers box and injured his back.	He was hospitalised for this injury.	He attributes the fall to his inability to grasp the rail of the ladder with his left hand."


Dr Johnston appeared to give evidence and said that at the time he prepared the report the facts set out in it were fresh in his mind, although not at the time he gave his evidence.	He acknowledged that the reference to the
accident, when the plaintiff fell off the ladder, was incidental to the purpose of the report.	Incidental or not, there is no reason why on the face of it, I should not
u	ept what Dr Johnston L    0r<le   ct6  towl1at the plaintif± told him.	However, it does not accord with the plaintiff's consistent statements that he had no recollection of the accident.	I think it likely that what the plaintiff told Dr Johnston as to his loss of grip was a reconstruction.

The plaintiff may well not have fallen whilst ascending or descending the ladder prior to the accident, but that does not mean that he was not under a continuing obligation to take proper care for his own safety at all times.		I have already described the circumstances of the fall.	He was descending the ladder with only one hand available to grasp the rungs.	If it was the left, it was weaker than the right.	In either case, using only one hand necessarily meant that as he descended there would be occasions when he had neither hand grasping a rung.	In my
opinion the plaintiff should have foreseen the risk and ensured that he could descend the ladder using both hands so that he would have a grasp on a rung with one hand at all times.	He suffered damage partly as a result of his own fault.	He failed to properly grasp the rungs of the ladder. It was not necessary for him to carry the clipboard in one hand or tucked under his arm.	He could have carried it in a
satchel slung over one shoulder, raised or lowered it with a piece of string or simply have thrown it up or down.	On this particular occasion, Mr Window was standing by at the top of the ladder and could have held the clipboard and dropped it down t0	ht	i i11Liii aiter he had descended.
The distance from the platform to the ground is only of the order of 2.5 to 3 metres.	The plaintiff failed to take ordinary care of himself, or, in other words, such care as a reasonable man would take for his own safety.	The defendants must bear the major proportion of the plaintiff's damage, since they were responsible for the ladder, but I
-think that the plaintiff's share in the responsibility for it should be put at forty percent.


Plaintiff's General Background Prior to Accident


The plaintiff was 49 years of age at the date of the accident, 57 at the time of the trial.	He left school when aged 15; was an apprentice spray painter for 6 months; participated as a rider at rodeo events; then first joined
the Army as an apprentice fitter and turner where he remained for about a year.	He then returned to rodeo as a buck-jump clown for a short while, moved on to fencing and rabbit trapping for about 5 years and then operated a small parcel delivery service.	In 1956 he moved from Victoria to Western Australia, drove taxis for about 6 months and then
rejoined the Army where he remained for over 20 years.	He

undertook a variety of training including as a fitter and turner.	He suffered a serious broken leg whilst teaching horse handling, as a result of which he was disabled for about 18 months, but fully recovered.	Whilst in the Army he
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ranks, whilst performing a variety of duties, to become a Warrant Officer Class 2.	From January 1967 he spent 17½ months on duty in Vietnam.	In May of that year a rocket explosion threw him headlong onto a 44 gallon drum full of cement.	He suffered injury to his neck which necessitated an anterior cervical fusion in September 1970.	He remained in the Army until December 1976.

Shortly thereafter he entered into the taxi business in Mandurah, W.A., disposing of it in late 1978, when he came to Darwin.

His first job in Darwin was as a warehouse manager and after 2 or 3 months he joined the Northern Territory Public Service as a labourer in the enforcement section of
Fisheries Department.	On the day he commenced that job,
28 May 1979, he suffered the serious injury to his left arm, of which mention has already been made, in the course of his employment.	He was in and out of hospital and had a number of operations on his arm, one of them at least being after
10 January 1981.	That employment ceased on 30 September
1980, the term of his limited tenure not being extended and because he declined an offer to transfer with other  Fisheries employees to the Police Force, as part of transfer of functions.	Whilst he remained in that employment and was fit enough to work he carried out clerical duties.

The plaintiff took proceedings for recovery of damages arising from the injury to his arm.	The action was settled, and on 29 November 1982 judgment was entered by consent for $45,825, made up as follows:

	as to $20,000 for loss of amenities and pain and suffering;


	as to $12,500 for loss of earning capacity;



	as to $6,747.55 damage for loss of income to date of trial;


	as to $6,577.45, special damages.


The defendant was ordered to pay the plaintiff's
costs.



I will return to that matter later.


After leaving his public service employment the plaintiff again returned to taxi driving as a part time employee, being engaged on shift work whenever a car was available.

That was his job as at 10 January 1981, prior to w,,i	h	w0ik 6 thre or four shifts  per week.	Ir engaged full time, he anticipated working six shifts per week.


Injuries Sustained - General


The plaintiff's first recollection after he fell from the ladder was of waking up in hospital, cold because of fans blowing on him and in what he described as severe pain.	His body was swollen.	It was the lower part of his back that was particularly painful and he had a solid headache.	Discharged from hospital on 19 January he was able to walk, but his lower back remained very sore.	His case on this aspect of the matter, in summary, is that over the intervening period he has attempted to revert to taxi driving, his ability to do work in that capacity has been diminished by reason of pain in his lower back, that that


problem and its consequences led to a depressive illness, and that he has thus suffered a loss of earning capacity. All of that requires close attention but for now I think I should determine what, if any, back injury he sustained in the fall.


Lower Back Injury


The hospital records made at or shortly after the time of his admission disclose, amongst other things, "pain in neck, L-S spine, R. wrist, headache".	On 12 January, a
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Tl2.	History: •••• Tender in lower back and X-rays show what might be a minor fracture of the anterior portion of the body of Tl2	"		Ar. X-ray report of 15 January reads, "Dorsal Lumbar Area:		There is a slight wedging of the lower two thoracic vertebrae but this does not appear to be due to
recent injury.	Tornography would be necessary to confirm this".	A further X-ray report of 15 January reads "Cervical spine: There is a partial fusion of the fourth, fifth and sixth cervical vertebraes.	This may be due to previous injury or infection.		No recent fracture seen.		Dorsal spine: Lateral film only - No fracture seen.	Lumbar Spine: No fracture seen".	On 6 February an entry shows "Persists c low and thoraco - lumbar back pain".	None of the authors of these notes gave evidence, except Mr Baddeley.
The plaintiff was, at about that time, under the care of Mr Baddeley, orthopaedic surgeon, in relation to his left arm, and on 17 February he was admitted to hospital for further surgery in relation to it.	On 8 May the surgeon reported that he had last seen the plaintiff on 10 April, that he had made excellent progress, and was advised at that time to avoid heavy work and lifting, but that he could continue in his present work as a taxi driver.	No mention was made of any back complaint.	In his report of 15 June
Mr Baddeley again dealt with the arm injury but noted, "He
was first seen by me on 10 January 1981 after a fall from a
::G.:..,Lba.ll scoring box in whici.t ne ::.u:ti:ereu  severe  onset of back pain and a minor fracture of the anterior body of the 12th thoracic vertebrae.	This back pain appeared to settle reasonably well although it has been persistent over the last several months".	After again referring to the arm problem he said, "For this reason he has been returned to an above elbow plaster and is no longer able to perform work as a taxi driver.	When last seen in the clinic on 15 May 1981 he was still complaining of some minor back pain related to his fall in January of this year".	In a further report of
30 June 1981 the surgeon expressed the opinion, related to the arm problem, that the plaintiff would be unlikely to be able to return to work until about August 1981.
Mr Baddeley's next report was dated 15 June 1988.	He said he had seen the plaintiff on 10 May 1988 regarding his back pain.	It was a report to the plaintiff's then solicitors.
The plaintiff gave a history of the fall in January 1981 and said that since that time he had developed low back pain, "which has been persistent since the time of the accident"; that he had pain if he drove for more than 6 hours a day and that this interfered with his work as a taxi driver.	After recording his examination of the plaintiff the surgeon referred to up to date X-rays which "show an old Ll fracture
which was presumably caused by the original injury.	There

was also some L4  LS disc degeneration  which may not be related  to the fall.	It is not possible  for me to say whether he did sustain an injury to this disc causing his f.iLcsent problems.	l ..Ce1. ;_ ;_:r1.i.. gt:!'1 llemau ·s back pain does date from the time of his injury in 1981 and certainly  from his history it would  suggest that he had  no problems  prior to that.	At the present time I felt that this gentleman is limited with regard to his work as a taxi driver and is only able  to perform  part time duties.	I do not feel any active treatment is required at the  present time and  I  felt that the disability is likely to be permanent".

In the meantime, April 1986, the plaintiff was seen by another orthopedic surgeon, Mr Schmidt, at the request of his solicitors.	His report was dated 7 May 1986 and referred to the plaintiff's complaint of back aches when driving taxis for longer than 2 to 3 hours.	The specialist took a history, examined the plaintiff and looked at X-rays from 1981 to 1986.	He reported: "This gentleman presents
with mechanical symptoms aggravated by activity.	His X-rays demonstrate mild compression fracture of T12 but by itself this should not significantly contribute to the complaints that he does have from his lower back.	It is more likely that his discomfort is from the facet joint arthritis as demonstrated on his X-rays as one can see progression of change from 1981 to 1986.	Again this is due to a wear and tear change in the lumbar spine associated with heavy work and is unlikely to be caused by his compression fracture".
Mr Schmidt did not, in that report, specifically refer to the L4 LS disc degeneration referred to by Mr Baddeley in his later repo -

Mr Baddeley gave viva voce evidence in addition to that contained in his written reports.	He told of seeing the plaintiff in late 1985 when the plaintiff complained mainly of headaches, neck, shoulder, elbow and some low back pain.	Several months were spent in treating the neck problem and he said the plaintiff did not really see him
with regard to his back until lb May 1988.	It appeared from
his evidence that the surgeon was one of those who had seen the plaintiff after his admission to hospital on 10 January 1981, and he expressed the view that the plaintiff had suffered a stable anterior wedge fracture of the thoracolurnbar junction, which he said was easy to confuse with a T12 fracture.	He said it was fairly certain that the fracture was produced at the time of the fall.	With
reference to the X-rays taken in May 1988 he confirmed that the plaintiff was developing L4/5 disc degeneration.	As to that he said that it is impossible to be certain when it was caused, but that most probably it stemmed from injury at the same time, although it was a possibility that it was unrelated.	He confirmed that such injuries, however caused,
could be expected to produce low back pain after driving a

taxi for a period of time and when stress is placed on the back whilst lifting or bending.	He advised the plaintiff in May 1988 that if he was getting severe back pain from driving it would be advisable for him to avoid it.

In Mr Baddeley's opinion the neck pain experienced by the plaintiff in 1985 was more likely to be referable to the injury prior to 1981.

Under cross-examination Mr Baddeley expressed himself to be better qualified to comment upon the X-rays made in 1981 than the radiologist who made the notes, mainly because he had added information, having taken a history and seen the patient.	I accept his opinion as to the fracture having been probably caused in the fall, thus clarifying doubts which arise from a mere reading of the X-ray reports from the radiologist.	He explained that most people who have injuries around the lumbar sacral spine experience pain at a significantly lower level, and that the plaintiff's complaints of pain in an area below the fracture was
consistent with that.	The surgeon firmed up his opinion as to the L4/5 disc degeneration  being attributable to the fall, in that as he put it, "it is certainly well accepted that any injury severe enough to produce a fracture often does produce an unforeseen disc injury which may only become manifest later •..•		I feel it is more likely although I certainly could not say that there is no doubt about it". He said it was less likely that that injury could have been caused in the Vietnam incident because that was too long before the plaintiff's complaints of low back pain, and he ruled out, as a probability, that that degeneration of the dis-.:; was i.1::;lciL.t::..: tv	auotht=.t accident in whici.1 tne }:Jidim:ii:i: was injured in November 1981, unless that accident also involved trauma to the plaintiff's lower back.

Anticipating the evidence of Mr Schmidt,
Mr Baddeley was cross-examined as to whether the back condition was due to facet joint arthritis.	He said that any problem that causes narrowing of the disc will automatically cause some degree· of malalignment of the facet joints.	The two conditions always coexist.	His impression of the plaintiff was that the majority of his pain was truly discal and that his symptoms were not really that suggestive of a facet joint problem.	Later, he affirmed that the pain was coming from the L4/5 disc problem.	He considered that a person experiencing a minor fracture would only experience pain for 6 to 12 months.
Mr Schmidt saw the plaintiff just once.	He did not have the benefit of the X-rays upon which Mr Baddeley relied in coming to his opinion in May 1988.	He referred to the original X-rays and those that he saw in 1986, and with reference to facet joint arthritis, said it started at L2 and went all the way to Sl, the major changes being at L4/5 and L5/S1.	Only the change at L4/5 was put to Mr Baddeley. He was not shown the 1986 X-rays upon which Mr Schmidt relied, and was not asked about the facet joint arthritis extending over the length of the spine referred to by
Mr Schmidt.	Mr Schmidt said he was not sure how Mr Baddeley
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was caused by any particular injury, but he conceded the possibility that it related to the 1981 accident.

The writ was issued in November 1983.	The particulars of injury given in it referred to "a chipped vertebra", but not L4/5 disc degeneration.	That, I think, was because the symptoms of low back pain, upon which the plaintiff relied so much at trial, had not by then caused him to seek specialist opinion.

When the plaintiff was seen by Mr Schmidt in 1986 the specialist put the cause of the low back pain down to causes other than the fall.	It was not until the plaintiff saw Mr Baddeley in 1988 that that specialist noted the L4/5 disc degeneration and somewhat equivocally thought it
related to the fall.	That opinion became firmer at trial as I have said.	I think that that problem did not loom large in.the eyes of the defendants until very late, although they should have been alerted to it when they received a copy of Mr Baddeley's report.

Mr Baddeley advised the plaintiff to give up driving because of his back pain.
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The question as to whether the L4/5 disc degeneration and low back pain was caused by the accident
evidence I conclude that it probably did and that it was pain in his low back that caused the plaintiff to moderate and eventually cease driving taxis.


Head Injury


When the plaintiff fell he was rendered unconscious.	The hospital records, however, note that he was properly oriented at the time of his admission or shortly thereafter.	The plaintiff says that he was unconscious for much longer.	Mr Baddeley explained that periods of amnesia often affect people who have received a blow to the head.	They may appear quite conscious and otherwise normal to an observer, but suffer from loss of memory.	That explains the plaintiff's claims that he was
unconscious for a much longer period than is shown on the records.	Those effects arose from the fall.	He suff red from headaches for a period whilst in hospital.	The period of unconsciousness and amnesia signifies an injury to the brain, described by Mr Baddeley as a "severe closed head injury".	Mr Milliken, a psychologist of many years experience, administered a number of tests to the plaintiff, their purpose and the conclusion which he drew from the results being explained in his viva voce evidence.
According to Mr Milliken the effect of a blow to the back of the head, such as might be expected from a fall backwards
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frontal lobe of the brain {the contra coup effect).	Such an injury could have caused the plaintiff's difficulties, confirmed by his wife and another witness, in short term memory retention evident after the accident.	She found it necessary to maintain a diary for his use to remind him of things he was to do.	An old friend, Mr Stenhouwer also gave evidence of the plaintiff's forgetfulness after the accident as opposed to before it.	Mr Milliken's expertise was tested in cross-examination, but there was no evidence in the defendants' case to refute his opinion as to short term memory loss.	I accept what he said in that regard, reinforced as it was by lay observers and Dr Shoulder, psychiatrist, who shortly before trial observed that the plaintiff retained some memory and concentration problems.
In itself the disability does not amount to much.	It is to
be taken into account as well as part of a more serious malady, depression.


Miscellaneous Injuries


No further mention is made by the plaintiff as to swelling he noticed in his body when he first "came to" in the hospital. It does not appear to have been of any long
lasting duration. Neither does the pain in his neck which he experienced appear to be referable to the 1981 accident for any extended period.


Depression - Background


Before considering the depression and its connection, if any, with the accident, it is necessary to first consider the plaintiff's social history, before and after that incident, and his work history after it.	The defendants' had produced to the Court, on subpoena, and tendered certain material from the plaintiff's Army records, going back to 1956.	The earliest record, "Profile Report on Candidate for NCO Rank", assessed the plaintiff as not being a candidate for NCO training because: "his tolerance to what he considers to be frustrating circumstances and his ability to meet and withstand stress in a constructive fashion, appears to be quite poor".	As events showed the plaintiff attained the rank of W02 notwithstanding that assessment.
Later reports say that he "displays a lack of adaptability and tact"; "he must learn to be more tactful"; "he has the ability to improve"; he has an abrasive nature"; "[t]his WO did not display the qualities expected of one of his rank.  He is intense, unimaginative and lacks self-confidence", (April 1976 in a report to qualify for promotion to WOl);  "he has an abrupt manner which affects others - he needs to develop more tact" (July 1976).	In July 1975 the plaintiff was admitted to hospital suffering from depression arising from personal problems.	When reviewed in September 1975 the psychiatrist reported, "Although this man does have areas of deficit in his !-i :C::.0uci.:;_:.:_ i..y,  i	wvu:;_a. uu 1... place him as ou ::;iue the limits of "normal" for one of his rank and age".
Although he may have progressed through the ranks it appears that certain personality traits remained noteworthy.

In Dr Shoulder's opinion it is probable that depression suffered by the plaintiff is a genetic illness, which has the capacity to surface from time to time and then resolve.

Insofar as the plaintiff's pre-accident personality traits and depressive tendencies were aggravated by the injuries sustained in the accident, the defendants must bear the loss.
Post-Accident History


Mr Lowe was readmitted to hospital on 16 February 1981 for a further operation on his arm, and post-operative complications led Mr Baddeley to think that he would not be able to return to work until about August of that year.
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In fact he resumed part-time taxi driving in Darwin in May 1981 and in about July commenced full time in Kununurra, working long hours 6 days per week and undertaking lengthy journeys.	It was at about this time
pain, the former being more frequent.	He was involved in a motor vehicle accident in the Kununurra area.	Although hospitalised, and he thinks he sustained a whiplash type of injury, the hospital notes do not disclose any back injury. For a variety of reasons the plaintiff returned to Darwin in about November 1981, where he continued employment as a taxi driver, he does not remember whether part-time or full time. In February 1982 he entered into the taxi business on his  own account, leasing the taxi registration plate No. 35, and buying a car.	He says he worked 16 or 17 hours a day for 6 days a week until his back pain caused him to cut back the hours to about 12 per day.	Later he switched from day to night driving because he could have more time out of the car although making about the same income.		During this period he found he could not continue to do minor mechanical work
on the car because of his back disability and had to engage others to do so.	According to the plaintiff he started losing money in 1983 because he could not drive for long hours and had to employ someone to keep the taxi on the road.

He was disqualified from holding a drivers license from November 1983 to May 1984.	Strangely, he says that during this period he did not employ anyone to drive the taxi for him - "I think it stayed in the yard" - notwithstanding that it seems he was still obliged to pay the fee 1..0    j_..,;a.::st:::   t.l!t:::   fJ.:;_ace::;   at about $130 :per weeK.	nE: sa_y he resumed taxi driving after May 1984 but later said that from the time he was licensed until he commenced work with VB	Perkins he "stayed around home".	His income tax return to 30 June 1985 discloses earnings from the taxi business to
31 January 1985.


The plaintiff started to work for VB	Perkins as a casual and later, about February 1985, as a permanent employee, driving a fork lift machine and as a clerk.	He was then exploiting capacities to earn income gained prior  to the accident.	His back does not seem to have troubled him in that job, where he remained until he was dismissed in November 1986 consequent upon an argument with a fellow employee.	The injuries sustained in the accident did not contribute in any way to that event.	I have considered
whether the defendants should be liable for the plaintiff's loss subsequent to his dismissal from that employment.	The plaintiff had re-established his earning capacity as a storeman/clerk and had he not been dismissed may have remained in the job indefinitely.	He lost it however and went back to trying to exploit his earning capacity as a taxi driver, for which he had been impaired by the defendants breach of duty of care.		I consider that it was foreseeable that the plaintiff might attempt any type of work for which he was fitted and for which he could find employment.	There can be no certainly about employment
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in job loss.	That is all foreseeable.	I do not think that the loss of the job could be said to be the only cause of the plaintiff's later loss to the exclusion of the injury sustained in the accident.	I have been assisted in my consideration of this aspect of the matter by the propositions set out by Glass JA. in Alexander v Cambridge Credit Corporation (1987) 9 NSWLR 310 at p. 315, and the cases there cited.	"In the la	of tort it is well established that it is sufficient that the wrongful act or omission of the defendant is a material cause of the plaintiff's injury or damage" (per McHugh JA. at p. 357).	I do not consider that the plaintiff's loss of employment with VB	Perkins can be treated in a practical sense as the sole cause of his subsequent damage.
He was unemployed for about 2 months whilst unsuccessfully searching for another job as a clerk or storeman.	He decided to return to the taxi business commencing as an employee of the owner of taxi number 9, and in about June 1987 he leased the plates, using the owners car for a time, and then transferring the plates to the car he had acquired when he had plates numbered 35.	His back pain started troubling the plaintiff again whilst driving.
He commenced driving for 10 to 12 hours a day, 5 days a week, but because of the pain he reduced this to about 6 hours a day, and engaged casual drivers on the basis that he
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between the plaintiff and the casual driver. The running expenses were paid by the plaintiff out of his share. In 1988 he leased a further plate, number 109.

According to the plaintiff he needed extra cash flow because his taxi No. 9 had been off the road so much, and he thought that with the extra taxi he would be able to cope with financial problems he.was then experiencing.

Increasing back pain whilst driving caused the plaintiff to further reduce his working hours to 4 per day. In September 1988 he ceased driving an,d at the time of trial was employing others to drive the two taxis.
Depression


It was in about September 1988 that the plaintiff first sought advice regarding psychological problems.	He had financial and domestic worries and felt frustrated with nothing to do, and his forgetfulness was causing difficulty
with others.	These symptoms arose, I find, as a consequence

of the low back injury and injury to the head suffered by the plaintiff in the accident.	He had not had sexual intercourse with his wife since the accident and he had struck her.	He went first to the Vietnam Veterans
C: , ....lio---::.J.:.,:g .:,c:...: vice, and coinc.i.u.e11 ca.lly wds seen uy
Dr Shoulder, on behalf of the defendants, shortly afterwards.	Dr Shoulder diagnosed and, prescribed medication for, a depressive illness and the plaintiff says he has since coped a lot better.	Dr Shoulder confirms the improvement to the extent that in his opinion the plaintiff is now able to work from a psychiatric point of view, and adds that the work he can do is of a part-time and self directed, self-employed type.

The plaintiff is undergoing a course of training in computerised word processing with the expectation of obtaining work which he can do in his own time at home.

Dr Shoulder considers that Mr Lowe should continue the medication and may well have to do so for many years,
. '



noting that it is of great benefit to him.	The doctor thinks that from a psychiatric point of view he may improve enough to return to some form of taxi driving in perhaps two years.	In Dr Baddeley's opinion the back disability is likely to be permanent.
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Dr Ridley, psychiatrist, saw the plaintiff during the course of the trial, by which time the depressive  illness was largely relieved.	She took a detailed history, but did not administer any tests to the plaintiff.		She noted that he was intelligent and someone who drives himself very haru.,	ex	CLcttions of himself an6 easily· frustrated if things do not go according to plan.	Other evidence shows that the plaintiff was argumentative  and prone to engage in physical altercations.	Dr Ridley disagreed with Mr Milliken as to the cause of the  plaintiff's memory problems, relating them to the depressive illness rather than brain injury.	In her opinion the depression exaggerated problems relating to his basic personality traits, she did not think there had been any personality change arising from the 1981 accident.

There are differences between the psychiatrist and the psychologist, but I do not think it is necessary for me to choose between them or try and reconcile them.	It is clear that Mr Lowe suffered a major depressive illness which was successfully treated after September last.
Although it does not appear to be a major problem, the evidence is that the plaintiff developed a mild phobia regarding the ladder from which he fell.


Lifestyle Report


I have not disregarded the "Lifestyle Report" compiled by Mr Lowe in support of his submission for a  review of his Veteran's  pension on 31 October 1988, and other material from his Veteran's Affairs file put in evidence.	In so far as that information came from Mr Lowe himself aiid -is ai:,,.i:,>ct.Lei.1. Lly	_;_rn..,onsistent with wLai.: was J:1111.- before me, I consider he may have been attempting to have it both ways.		That is, he was trying to maximize his chances for an increased pension by attributing his disabilities to war service, whilst at the same time mounting a case before this Court which places the source of those disabilities on the 1981 accident.	He was depressed in late 1988, and  in Dr Shoulder's view, which I accept, people are quite frequently stirred up after a psychiatric interview, and start clutching at straws and grasping for some potential explanation for the problem which may, or may not be the correct answer.	The doctor said he would prefer to look at the form filled in honestly today, when the plaintiff had been treated for the depression.	In addition I have the benefit of expert medical and psychiatric opinions as to
Mr Lowe's condition and its cause.	I do not know what had
been conveyed by Mr Lowe's solicitors to him as to the expert opinions given prior to his submissions to the Department of Veteran's Affairs.	It was not until trial that Dr Baddeley expressed the opinion that it was the L4/5 disc degeneration that was the cause of the plaintiff's back pain.


Loss of Amenities of Life


Prior to January 1981 Mr Lowe was a keen gardener, played golf and darts, was a frequent social mixer, was 2w:jci.'='1:::..: .1.:.:i.	i:i.:a.ilii:ug j ,.u,.i.or footballers, ..c:e'j llLa..1. i:...i.ii1E:::hc:et,ili.i9 and committee work.		With the exception of golf, which I consider he gave up because of his neck and arm  disabilities, he has ceased to engage in those activities over a period of years, putting that down to either his low back pain or developing irritability and inability to get along with people.	Now that his depressive illness is largely under control there would not seem to be any reason, other than physical constraints· imposed by his back, why he should not be able to resume his pre-accident social life.
I note that he has plans to move to Queensland on medical advice, and it seems to me that that will give him a fresh opportunity to start again.	I do not overlook the evidence from Mr Lowe that the problems with his arm until about May 1982, and his neck pains also contributed to his loss of enjoyment of life, but the back pain and its consequences
\.



undoubtedly caused the plaintiff greater loss than would otherwise have been the case.


Loss of Earning Capacity


I now turn to the question of the plaintiff's earning capacity and what loss, if any, he sustained for which the defendants should pay.	In many respects the evidence is unsatisfactory, incomplete and contradictory. There is no evidence as to what the plaintiff was earning when he voluntarily retired from the Army, nor as to the
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Australia.	Between March and May 1979 he was employed as a warehouse manager at $280 per week, fisheries enforcement officers received between $310 and $340 per week {I put it that was because the plaintiff was away from that employment for some time due to his arm injury).	Immediately prior to the accident he said he was being paid at the rate of $60 -
$70 per shift as a taxi driver except on Friday or Saturday when it amounted to between $90. and $110.	He was then working only three or four shifts of about 12 hours per shift, per week, but I think that had the accident not intervened he would be likely to have been offered up to six shifts per week.	As it was, he was able to then earn between $180 and $360 per week (depending on shift work available) and if six shifts became available he could have earned between about $400 and $500 per week.	Whatever he
received in that job, it was not disclosed in his copy income tax return to 30 June 1981.	In any event an allowance should be made for tax which I take in at one-third.	Doing the best that I can I assess his
pre-accident earning capacity at about $320 per week, after taJ,, either as a warehouse manager, fisheries officer or employed taxi driver.


The plaintiff is entitled to be compensated for the period he was in hospital immediately after 10 January 1981 and for the time thereafter until he underwent the operation
0u	L b	aLfo    L1  February, abou i...  .S    ¥tc:E;;k.L.	ThE: u.Liu (J.iSo.bili ty
kept him out of work until about May, when he resumed driving.	There is no evidence that his earning capacity diminished whilst he was so employed, although his back was giving him trouble.	His income tax return to 30 June 1982 does not disclose income as an employee.

In February 1982 he went into business on his own account with taxi No. 35.	There is nothing to show that he could not have continued as an employee, nor that his back problem caused him to become self-employed.	He commenced driving 16 to 17 hours a day, 6 days a week, but after an unspecified period, sometime in 1982, his back pain caused him to cut back to 12 hours a day, adjust the times of the day during which he was driving, and ultimately to drive only 5 hours a day, 5 days a week.	He engaged others to
..



drive when he did not.	Clearly the plaintiff suffered a loss of earning capacity in that he could not drive the longer hours because of his back pain.	There is no, or insufficient evidence, upon which I could precisely quantify the plaintiff's loss in monetary terms.		His tax returns show he made losses in the business, or only a small profit,
during the periods to 30 June 1982, 1983 and 1984.	The
income disclosed is not dissected so as to show what was received whilst the plaintiff was driving and whilst others were engaged by him to do so.	The evidence as to just when his back pain caused him to adjust his driving pattern is
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employing others was, is unexplained.	Business expenses claimed in the tax returns include such things as petrol, repairs, tyres, depreciation, lease fees, interest and loss on sale of assets.	I do not consider that the information in those returns is of any value.	The defendant is not to be shouldered with any financial difficulty experienced by the plaintiff in the running of his business as such.	He may well have been a poor business manager.	However, the plaintiff says that he had to reduce his hours of work.	The reduced hours are a measure of his loss of capacity and can be reasonably quantified, I think, by estimating as best can be what he might have earned during those lost hours had he been employed.	Any such damages must be adjusted to take into account that the plaintiff was without a license to drive from November 1983 to May 1984.	After regaining his
license he operated the taxi until February 1985.	The evidence is not clear, but prior to that time the plaintiff says he had part-time casual work with VB	Perkins, but after that date commenced employment with that company
full-time, where he remained until November 1986 when dismissed.	His tax return to 30 June 1985 shows net income from that employment of $12,975, but as part of the employment was part-time and the remainder full-time, I am unable to say what his average full-time earnings were.	To
30 June 1986, however, his tax return shows net wages of
$23,963, an average of about $460 per week.	From 1 July
l'.)86 to 19 Novem!::,e:c lSSC, 1L,;_;.;. i,-..;;t. 2.:..rli..:..1';jS were $12,493, 0.1..
about $520 per week.


Taking these figures, it seems to me that it has  not been shown that during that period of employment the plaintiff suffered any pecuniary loss as compared with the money he might have earned had he been employed as a taxi driver.	Thus, whether it be thought that his earning capacity was not diminished, or· that he was mitigating his potential loss by seeking and obtaining employment which  made up for that loss, then the defendant is not liable for damages for loss of earning capacity or earnings for that period.	Furthermore, I bear in mind when it comes to making an assessment for damages for loss of earning capacity in  the future, that the circumstances of the plaintiff's dismissal, that is, circumstances arising from his own
argumentative nature, were circumstances which should be taken into account as contingencies.	The evidence is that the plaintiff was a person who was at least likely to run into trouble with those in authority over him.

The plaintiff's income tax return to 30 June 1987 does not disclose any income as an employed taxi driver and
he gave no evidence as to what he received.		I am thus unable to find that during that period he suffered any economic loss or loss of earning capacity.	His income tax return to 30 June 1988 discloses income from the taxi business of $GC,3G3 ail d	0[ L ui	5,664.		As ment uneu earlier he commenced business on his own account leasing taxi plate number 9, but to enhance cash flow later leased taxi plate number 109.	Because of his increasing back pain Mr Lowe drove less as time progressed, commencing, he thought, at 10 to 12 hours per day for 5 days per week, cutting back to 6 hours a day, then 4 hours and eventually ceasing to drive altogether in September 1988.	At the time of trial the plaintiff was still conducting the taxi business with full-time and part-time drivers.

I was not provided with any details of the  financial outcome of those latest business arrangements to date of trial, although they had been in place for about 5 months.	The plaintiff kept books of account showing takings and expenses for each taxi which were placed in evidence,
but neither party saw fit to provide any analysis of what they disclosed, either for the period 1 uuly 1988 to September 1988, or from September 1988 to date of trial.	In any event I do not think that much matters since, in the  view that I take, the plaintiff is to be compensated for his loss of earning capacity, and the defendants are not to be held liable for any business losses he may have sustained.

The plaintiff's earning capacity prior to the
10 January 1981 as shown on the evidence was as a storeman/clerk, taxi driver and taxi business operator on his ow;:, ac...,vl.lL;,;..	;.::, :,u,=, :;_,E:c:u ohown, the back .i.,1j ury sustained in the accident did not reduce his earning capacity as a storeman/clerk.	There is no reason to think that had it not been for the argument which led to his dismissal he would not have continued in that employment. As to his earning capacity as a taxi driver, it has gradually diminished from the time he started in that employment after his dismissal from VB	Perkins as a result of his back injury and the later onset of depression.	His ability as a self employed taxi operator has been diminished to the same extent.	That is, whereas he previously contributed to the success of such a business by his own driving, he was gradually less able to do so and had to engage others to take his place.	On the evidence before me I think that is the only reasonable way in which I can approach the question in fairness to all parties.	Allowance
will be made in favour of the defendants for money shown to have been received from the plaintiff's residual earning capacity.

I have looked at the plaintiff's application to AGC for financial assistance with a view to seeing whether they assist in determining his earning capacity or loss of it.
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In April 1987, when employed as a driver, he showed his net monthly income as $1,200, and in February 1988 the same amount as a self employed taxi operator (his income tax return to 30 June 1988 shows an operating profit of $5,664).

accountant for the period of 12 months to February 1988 in respect of taxi number 9 discloses, average monthly turnover of $8,000, expenses of $4,200, leaving $3,800 to be divided between the "driver/leasee".	I take it that means the plaintiff received $1,900 per month.	However, it appears from the plaintiff's evidence that that calculation was wrong.	According to him, and there is no evidence to the contrary; arrangements with empioyee drivers were that the plaintiff paid for petrol, the income was then divided, and the plaintiff bore the remaining expenses from his share.
On that basis with a turnover of $8,000 less petrol of
$2,000, there remained $6,000, of which the plaintiff received $3,000 out of which he paid the remaining expenses of $2,200, leaving him with $800, before tax.	The accountants statement of cash flow for taxi number 109 for
the month to 10 January 1988 is similarly unhelpful, but taking the figures he provides and applying the scheme of distribution referred to, I calculate the plaintiff's share of income after expenses for that period at about $2,900, an extraordinary figure.	The plaintiff's books of account for taxi number 109 do not commence until February 1988.	In a further application to AGC dated 27 January 1989, the plaintiff's income is not disclosed.	Generally, I find those records quite unhelpful.	I suspect that the information supplied by Mr Lowe and his accountant were designed to show AGC that he had the financial ability to
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contents of those documents raise, confirm me in my view that I should look to compensate the plaintiff for loss of earning capacity before judgment rather than try and work out a mathematical calculation of lost income.

In making assessments of loss of earning capacity I will bear in mind that the plaintiff received $12,500 in  late November 1982 for that loss in relation to the injury  to his arm.	His counsel said that I should do that.	The terms of settlement indicate that that sum was for future loss, that is from November 1982 to age 65, 1994.	Roughly one half of that period has expired, and I will apportion that sum equally between the plaintiff's claims in this case for past and future loss of earning capacity.
Summarising the position relating to loss of earnings from 10 January 1981 to trial as I find it to be, on the evidence available:

	For a period prior to the accident the plaintiff earned income as a warehouse manager at $280 per week, then as a fisheries officer at about $340 per week, and had the capacity to earn income as an employed taxi driver at about $320 per week.


	From 10 January 1981 he was off work as a result of
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his loss was about $1,600.


	From mid February to May he was unemployed as a result of the operation on his arm.


	From May 1981 to February 1982 he was employed as a taxi driver firstly at Kununurra and later in  Darwin as a taxi driver.	He says he was paid $400 per week at Kununurra and entitled to receive 5% of the profits, but his employer did not account to him.	There is no evidence as to his income in Darwin.	No loss has been proved for that period.


	From February 1982 to November 1983 he was employed as a taxi driver and later entered into business on

his own account with taxi number 35.	Sometime in 1983 his back caused him to reduce his driving hours.	The evidence is not clear, but the plaintiff is entitled to be compensated.	I will provisionally allow for that loss a sum calculated by taking the last six months of that period, finding a loss of earning capacity as being one half, and assuming that he could have earned $400 per week or thereabouts if employed full time.
That allows provisionally a loss of earning capacity at $200 per week for 6 months, or about
3,000.


	From November 1983 to May 1984 he was unable to drive because of the loss of his license.	There is no evidence to suggest that he was otherwise unemployed by reason of his back complaint.


	From May 1984 to February 1985 there is no evidence of loss.


	From February 1985 to November 1986 he was employed by VB Perkins at an income in excess of that which he might receive from taxi driving.


	From November 1986 to January 1987 he was looking for a new job.	There is no evidence that his back problem caused any loss.
	From February 1987 to June 1987 he was employed as a taxi driver but there is no evidence of any loss.


	From June 1987 to September 1988 he suffered a gradual reduction in his capacity to earn income as a taxi driver.	The evidence is far from precise, but I will allow an overall reduction of one half for the whole of that period based on $500 per week

less tax, amounting to about $180 per week.	The loss is thus about $160 per week and for the period in question amounts in all to about $10,000.		From that is to bb a du	ed L,,e	0iit	e made from the business to 30 June 1988, $5,664, less tax which I will take in at about 25%, $1,400.		That leaves a loss of about $5,900.

	From September 1988 to trial in February 1989 I allow total loss of earning capacity at $320 per week net, amounting to about $6,500.


The sum of those amounts, $19,000, is reduced by $6,250 leaving, $12,750.	.•

In assessing future loss of earning capacity I bear in mind that the plaintiff is over 57 years old; has a continuing back problem which will largely disable him from work involving long hours of driving, lifting and bending;
has largely overcome his depressive illness, and if he maintains his medication is likely to improve further and not be disabled by it to any great extent again; and is undergoing a rehabilitation course which, if successful, will fit him for part-time self employment.	His neck problem may give rise to other difficulties in the future. Overall I consider that justice will be done between the parties if I allow for loss of earning capacity for the future at $200 per week, after tax, for the remainder of his likely working life about 8 years.	Looking at Luntz Table 2, the present value of that sum is $74,400, from which is deducted $6,250, :	!ll $G3,l:8.


Other Damages


For pain and suffering I bear in mind the initial distress caused by the accident, the gradual onset of low back pain, loss of libido and the difficulties, brought about by pain and forgetfulness, leading up to the depressive illness, the effects· of that illness and the fact that it has now been largely overcome.	The plaintiff will continue to suffer from low back pain, though not to the same extent as in the past, since he is no longer driving taxis.	Although his depressive illness is largely under control he will continue to be troubled by its effects for some time to come.	I will provisionally allow $15,000 apportioned as to two thirds to the past.
"



Loss of amenities of life are significant but not of major proportions and I am mindful not to double up with damages for pain and suffering.	I provisionally allow
$5,000 apportioned as to one half for the past.


It appears the only item of past special damage comprised the cost of Panadol tablets purchased by the
plaintiff for relief of his back pain prior to his giving up taxi driving.	There are no satisfactory particulars.		He stopped using that medication prior to trial.	He is now on other drugs, prescribed for his depression, and will need to see a psycr.J..ac.L oC. <.e.vc..{.}! J ,:a.:;;ntli.S whilst under thaL medication and every year when not.	Dr Shoulder was unable to be precise as to the period during which he will need to take the drugs, but puts it at up to about 5 years.	The drugs cost $10 per month and a psychiatric  consultation costs $132.


Interest


Interest is claimed.	This is not the type of case where there has been a quantifiable continuous loss of earnings over a period of years.	The plaintiff has demonstrated the losses I referred to at different times, each of which can be reasonably identified, although some of those particular losses were spread over a period of some months.	Taking a rate of 12% pa as being appropriate, but
"'



adopting a broad brush approach, I will allow interest at that rate from the end of each period of loss prior to that commencing in September 1988, and 6% pa in respect of the loss thereafter.

As for interest on the other component of the damages awarded, since they have accrued over the period from the date of accident, I will allow 6% pa in respect of
them.


I will hear counsel further as to the period for
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Plaintiff's Credit


The defendants sought to damage the plaintiff's credit in many ways, particularly by reference to his submissions to the Department of Veterans Affairs and AGC when contrasted with his evidence.	Reliance was also placed on his failure to disclose income to the Commissioner of Taxation.	He has also admitted to omissions of income from the answers to interrogatories sworn in relation to the accident to his arm.	I have already dealt with the Lifestyle Report and the information contained in the loan applications.	On the whole I consider that the plaintiff is capable of deceit and that depending on the exigencies of  the occasion he is capable of saying what he considers will
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best suit his purpose.	However, in Court he was on oath and subject to cross-examination and his veracity was open to attack by other evidence.	As to the circumstances of the accident he remembers nothing and he did not attempt to fabricate how it happened.		His evidence as to his medical condition was supported by	expert opinions and corroborated by lay witnesses.	The evidence as to economic loss was in many respects unclear and in that regard I ha e made reasonable allowance in favour of the defendants.	There was no evidence in the defendants' case from anyone associated with the taxi business either as to their dealings with or
aspect of the trade which might have cast doubts on the plaintiff's evidence.

I was left with an uneasy feeling regarding some aspects of the plaintiff's evidence, but in the end was not satisfied that I should reject the essence of that to which he swore.	The plaintiff produced the books of account he kept in relation to each of the· taxis he operated on his own account, showing regular banking of income and details of outgoings.		The entries are clear and precise.	The defendants did not seek to show that they in any way  assisted their case.

The plaintiff has failed to disclose certain post-accident income as required by the Income Tax
Assessment Act.	Following Georginis v Kestzalis (1988 Aust Tort Reports 80 - 233) a decision of the Full Court of South Australia, and the authorities there cited it is the Court's duty to draw that evidence to the attention of the executive branch of government.

I am also concerned that the Department of Veterans Affairs should not be misled by the plaintiff's claims for increase to his pension based upon disabilities which he  says arise from his war injuries, when some of the disabilities were occasioned by the accident, the subject of
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between a person failing to disclose income upon which he may be liable to pay tax, and a person who makes a claim on the funds of the Sovereign which might not be justifiable. In either case the duty of the Court must be the same.
Accordingly, I will direct the Master to send a copy of these reasons to the Commissioner of Taxation and to the Secretary of the Department of Veteran Affairs, together with a copy of the transcript o·f the plaintiff's evidence, and that he make available the full transcript of the proceedings and the exhibits for inspection by them or such officers as they may authorise in that behalf.
Judgment


The sums provisicnally awarded for the various heads of damage allowed are:


Past loss of earning capacity
$ 12,750
Future loss of earning capacity
68,150
Past pain and suffering
10,000
Future pain and suffering
5,000
Past loss of amenities
2,500
Future loss of amenities
2,500
Pu	e fuc lcal expenses
:,GCO





$103,900


I consider that total figure to be reasonable.	It is reduced by 40% to $62,340.

I will hear counsel as to the question relating to interest and as to costs.

